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Estimation of Wind Loads on Buildings as per IS 875-3-2015
The code on wind loads has been revised after nearly 30 years. There are many significant changes both
in the static and dynamic wind load estimation. Some changes are based on the Australian code and
Eurocode 1-1-4. For the last few decades, there has been too much focus on earthquake loads in India as if
wind load doesn’t exist. The load combination 1.5 DL + 1.5 EQ is such a severe combination, that it
encompasses all most all other combinations as well as wind loads. There are designers who do not bother
to check the buildings for wind loads any more. Is this a desirable scenario? Is it conservative or too much
conservative or even unsafe? Each building must be checked for static wind loads. However, buildings
whose fundamental period is more than 1 sec or buildings in which height to least lateral dimension ratio
is more than 5, must be checked for dynamic wind loads. It means that every building, which is about 12
storeys or more must be checked for dynamic wind using the gust factor method. Under certain
conditions, wind tunnel test is necessary.
The wind coefficients for various buildings and other structures, as well as definition figures in the
previous edition have been revised. The errata runs in eight pages, which is unprecedented. Still there are
confusions as to which is correct? Instead of graphs for various parameters, equations have been specified
that are convenient and accurate for use. Both along wind response and across wind response of buildings
have been covered in the revised code.
The purpose of this lecture is to highlight various revisions in the code, and discuss how to estimate
dynamic wind loads for multistorey buildings.

